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Welcome!!



who we are.
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Uni.Verse Studio

Uni.Verse Studio (you·knee-verse-studio) 
is a Collaborative Studio of Black 
creatives celebrating Artistry and 
Individuality in the form of Immersive 
Exhibits, Cultural Photography, Branded 
Experiences and Premier Art. 

Together we Illustrate the Universal 
narrative.



what we do.

CUSTOM PHOTOGRAPHY  ·  IMMERSIVE EXHIBITS  ·  CULTURAL ART  ·  BRAND ACTIVATIONS



Studio BLK

Uni.Verse Studio is proud to present Studio BLK. A 
premier Photography Studio aimed at capturing the 
narrative and essence of black Individuality. 

Our mission is to disrupt the editorial landscape, by 
providing a platform for Black imagery to flourish. 

From commercial product shoots to editorial layouts, 
Studio BLK seeks to produce, design and photograph 
dynamic custom imagery and photoshoots that will 
prioritize a revolution of  black cultural ownership.
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“...capturing the narrative 
and essence of black 
individuality”



captured.



the process.

Collab.
Conceptualize.
Create.
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a full service creative studio.
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Custom 
Photoshoots

Makeup & 
Styling

Set Design & Creative 
Direction

Editorial
Spreads
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what we do.
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CREATIVE EDITORIAL PHOTO SHOOTS DESIGNED FOR YOU
 Let us help you capture your next life occasion. Rather it’s a wedding  announcement or a set of new head-shots for the gram, let 
Uni.Verse set the vibes with custom backdrops and creative direction.
 
IMMERSIVE EVENT PHOTO EXPERIENCES
 From large scale corporate conferences to intimate social events, let us provide your event with the perfect photo experience. We can 
create custom Immersive  structures and engaging graphics for your big day
 
STREAMING & SOCIAL BACKDROPS
 So you’re an #Influencer ?? Come stream or shoot with us. We can provide you with the perfect studio backdrop that will allow you to hit 
your followers with your most creative posts yet.
 
MARKETING & PROMOTIONAL SHOOTS
 Let us set your product up for success by capturing it in the perfect light. Rather it’s an album release, or global product roll out, 
Uni.Verse has limitless creative approaches for your marketing needs.
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HEADSHOTS & PORTRAITS
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HEADSHOTS & PORTRAITS
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Professional, Company or Portrait style 
Photoshoots

PACKAGE A: Lovin Yourself
(1) Outfit Change
(2) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(2) Retouched Images
(2) Image Proofs

PACKAGE B: Feelin Yourself
(2) Outfit Change
(2) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(4) Retouched Images
(4) Image Proofs

PACKAGE C: Embracing Yourself
(3) Outfit Change
(3) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(6) Retouched Images
(6) Image Proofs

**Locations are pre-selected for each shoot. Dependent on 
permitting and logistics.
**Backdrop Fabrics are available inventory only. Please see catalog 
of select options.
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LIFESTYLE PHOTOSHOOTS
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LIFESTYLE PHOTOSHOOTS
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Individual, expression or artistry shoots for 
marketing & portfolio imagery

PACKAGE A: Living Life
(4) Outfit Changes
(1) Location or Pre-set (from selection)
(12) Retouched Images
(4) Image Proofs

PACKAGE B: Loving Life
(2) Outfit Change
(1) Location or Pre-set (from selection)
(1) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(16) Retouched Images
(8) Image Proofs

PACKAGE C: Giving Life
(4) Outfit Change
(2) Location or Pre-set (from selection)
(1) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(20) Retouched Images
(12) Image Proofs

**Locations are pre-selected for each shoot. Dependent on permitting 
and logistics.
**Backdrop Fabrics are available inventory only. Please see catalog of 
select options.
**Pre-sets are pre-designed small sets at the Uni.Verse Studio location in 
Daly City. Please see catalog for select options.
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EDITORIAL PHOTOSHOOTS
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EDITORIAL PHOTOSHOOTS
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Corporate, Product & Group/Individual full service 
Creative Shoots.

PACKAGE A: It’s a look
(3) Outfit Changes
(1) Location or Pre-set (from selection)
(1) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(1) Custom Set (consult needed)
(15) Retouched Images
(8) Image Proofs

PACKAGE B: It’s a Vibe
(4) Outfit Changes
(2) Location or Pre-set (from selection)
(1) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(1) Custom Set (consult needed)
(20) Retouched Images
(12) Image Proofs

PACKAGE C: It’s a Revolution
(5) Outfit Changes
(2) Location or Pre-set (from selection)
(1) Backdrop Fabric (from selection)
(2) Custom Set (consult needed)
(25) Retouched Images
(16) Image Proofs

**Locations are pre-selected for each shoot. Dependent on permitting and logistics.
**Backdrop Fabrics are available inventory only. Please see catalog of select options.
**Pre-sets are pre-designed small sets at the Uni.Verse Studio location in Daly City. Please see 
catalog for select options.
**Custom Sets are per consultation only. Prices vary depending on intricacy and design of set. 
**All editorial Packages require use of inhouse GLAM team including makeup and styling and 
hair styling.
**All Editorial Packages require consult for overall creative direction.
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EVENT PHOTO EXPERIENCES



our team.

Our team brings decades of experience in design, brand activation and photography from their retrospective careers. We have worked 
with Fortune 500 companies to bring their brands, conferences, company events and spaces to life. We are experts in leveraging the 
power of black creativity by connecting our network of artists, designers and vendors to provide one of kind experiences and moments.



our team.

Martel Hasley
Founder/Creative Director

Blavity Inc.
Twitter
Amazon

Sundance Festival

Demetrius Philp
Director- Studio BLK

Walmart
African Amer. Cultural Complex

Runner's World Magazine
Bloomberg Businessweek

Bellamy Blake
Accounts Manager

Interlog Group
MHDesigns

Uni.Verse Studio

Eddie Barnes
Director- Verse Apparel

Southwest Airlines
Streetwear
Skin Love
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lets collab.

We’re excited to have the opportunity to 
collaborate on your next production or event. 
Let’s design further!

Check us out at any of our social pages or our website below.

To schedule a personal consultation, please email us at 
uni.versestudio.sf@gmail.com

IG Main: @uni.verse.studio
IG Studio BLK: @studio.blk.sf
Web: www.uni-versestudio.com

This document and all imagery contained within is the protected property of Uni.Verse Studio, 
LLC. No unauthorized reproduction of this document and it’s content is permitted without 
written consent of the owners. ©Uni.Verse Studio LLC.
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THANK YOU!!


